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et al.: Book Reviews
Gendereti Fields: Rural Women, Agriculture, and Environment by Carolyn Sachs.
Boulder: We.sivie\v Pres-s, 1996. 205 pp. $54.95 cloUi, $19.95 paper.
Diane Kayongo-Male
South Dakota State University

This book is based on in-deplh interviews with rural women in the United
States, Swaziland, Pennsylvania, and Zimbabwe as well as various classic and recent
studies on rural women.

Wliile there are commonalities in the situation of rural

women, Carolyn Sachs warns of the dangersof "homogenizing" rural women. This
book is rich with specific examples of the diversity of the experiences of women,
basically illustrating the intersection of gender with race, class,nationality, ethnicity,
and sexuality. A wide range of occupational statuses of iiiral women are portrayed,
ranging fiom the migrant fami workei-s and women cooperators of dairy fanns in the
United States to the rice har\'e.sters oflndia.

Sachs addiesses foiu* major lliemes. The fust tlieme is relation.ship of women
to the natural environment. Tlie autliorargues that the implied biological essentialism
of theories such as ecofeminism needs to be replaced by .scientifically rigorous

documentation of tlie specialized knowledge of women aboutnature and,in particular,
agriculture. In general, women are moreaffected by environmental degradation and
exposure to pesticidesbecause of theirrole in subsistence agriculture and cash crop
har\'esting. Tlie roles of women in the division of labor have provided them with
valuable knowledge about medicinal plants, nutritional wild greens, and famine crops.
Native American women from Noiih, Central, and South America, for example,

intercropped tlie "three sisters" of com, beans and squash. This ihi-ee-sister practice
resulted in stable and substantial yields with excellent nutritional benefits when
compared to monocultural systems.
Another theme involves the continuance of patriarchal relationships in the

countiyside. Women still have little control over land and production capital. Their
rolein decision-making is disjiroportionate to tlieir agricultural productive work. The
accessof women to land was initially limited by legal restrictions and by repressive
conditions associated with colonization and slaveiy. In recent times, more subtle
culturalor ideological obstacles to their land ownership have emerged.
The effect of corporate power and global economic restructuring on the
situation of women emerges as yet an additional theme. One example is poultry
production. It was once a major .source of independent income for women.
Unlbilunately, llie emergence of large-scale egg and broiler production in the United
States and elsewhere shifted economic control to men and turned many women into

poullr)' processing plant workers. Dair)' production has also re.sulled in the
exploitation of women as they have made .sub.stantial laborcontributions but rarely
controlled the daiiy enterprise or its profits.

Finally, Sachs refei-s to a final theme involving thestrategies of women to
alter their life conditions. Among these strategies are the Green Bell movement in
Kenya, the sustainable agriculturemovement in the United States,and the women's
land movement in the United States and Canada in the 1970s. In the sustainable

agriculture movement women havedone much of the work, buthaveheld few of the
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leadership positions. Sachs also observes that twenty years ago the invisibility of
women in woi-k. limited societal power, and contributions to knowledge seemed to be
a result of insufilcient research. Yet, years of research that has documented the
contributions of women has not dramatically altered the delivery of agricultural
extension services, increased access to credit, or improved their decision-making at
any level.
Wliiletlie autliorweaves logetlierintricateliistorical, economic, and personal
interview data, she makes no pretense of having presented results from a

representative sample of women in any environment. She does, however, provide
numerous creative insiglits into llie situation of rural women. Such insiglits ofler a rich
foundation for future exploration for both experienced researchers and graduate
students.
Very limited discussion is devoted to women in mining and timber
communities. Such lack of treatment suggests the need for much more research and
theoretical considerationconcerning these communities. Readers should note that the
situation of rural European women is not discussed in this volume.
The intentional, one-sided coverage in this book of the "invisible women"
from rural communities is fairly well jiistilied. Wliile appreciating the e.xtent to which
women have been neglected more than men, the broader rural community has
uiifoitimalely alsobeen littlecovered in thiswork. The author, for example, explains
how migrant women have sufrei'ed witliout any acknowledgment of the problems faced
by the men and children. The feminist perspective on the "web of relationships"
should remindthatthe actions of women and the meaning of their situations cannot be
understood without some reference to this "web" as either a set of constraints or
supports.

.Sachs provides a book replete with details of the lives of women in rural
areas and in agriculture. Having lived and taught in Kenya for ten years and having
done some of my re.search on women anddevelopment, 1fell right at home with her
descriptions of the plight of inral women in Afiica. 1also appreciated her effort to
illustrate the strength of the resistance of women to adverse circumstances and her
plea to move beyond "documenting" the contributions of women. The need for
political willandforcomnnmity dialogue to realize the potential of women is obvidus

throughout this work. The reader is oflercd "complicated pictures" of niral women
ratliei- Gian romanticized portraits of their lives. This wouldbe an excellent book for
both promoting class discussions and setting the foundation for student library
research. This book is most suitable for rural sociology and courses in women's
studies.

Green Culture: Environmental Rhetoric in Contemporary America by Carl G.
Herndl and .Stuart C. Brown, eds. Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press,
1996. 315 pp. $45.00 cloth. $21.95 paper.
Henry B. Sirgo
McNeese Stale University
Gtven Cultwv will be a valuable addition to the bookshelves of readers who

have an interest in theories involving rlietoric and communication, environmental
https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/greatplainssociologist/vol10/iss1/8
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policy,aiid nnlure. The authors have each demonstrated a command of the literature
in theirrespective areas of research. Some have contributed interesting and original
empirical findings, while others have enhanced theoretical models. Kudos are due
Carl G. Henidl and Stuail C. Brown for their editing eftbrts which elTectively have
melded together eclectic approaches in such a fashion that the attention of the reader
is riveted. In the introduction Hcmdl and Brown indicate that the environment is a

concept associated with a set of cultural values that are constructed through the way
people use language. They also introduce a "rhetorical model for enviroiunental
discourse," which consists of different perspectives including the "elluiocentric"
(nature as resource), the "ecocentric" (nature as spirit), and the "anthropocentric"
(natureas object), and tliat model prepares the reader for the ensuing chapters. Those
chapters cover various topics including nature writing, a waste site controversy in
North Carolina, environmental rhetoric, and landscape painting.
M. JimmieKilling.swoi1h and Jacqueline S. Palmer examine in one chapter
how writers of apocalyptic narrative.s, such as Rachel Carson, the author of Si/eni
Spiiiig (1962), andPaul R. Ehrlich, the authorof The Population fionih (1968), were
ableto top into tlie contc.xt of their times and perhaps lessen the likelihood of disasters
of which they wamed. One reasonCarsonwas able to top the bestsellerlist, as well
as infiuence tlietltinkingof Pi-esidenl Kennedy about national policy, was because she
raised concerns about insecticides among a nation that was already afraid of the
scientific achievement of "the bomb." In another chapter penned by H. Lewis Ulman
nature writing as a genreis exajnined. He provides a detailedcase studythat analj'zes
the development of the writing strategies of Aldo Leopold throughout the 1940s
concerning llie ethical issuessun'ounding landcarrying capacity for deer herds. Scott
Slovic in still another chapter explainshow Rachel Carson,Aldo Leopold, and other
mid-twenlielli centiuy naturewriters sought to balance epistemological and ideological
concerns in their works. Slovic suggests these authors were most elVective in
changing the belief systems of their readers when they restrained themselves from
being strident.

Other chapters explore communication and participation in regards to
environmental problem.s. .Steven B.Katz and Carolyn R. Miller, forexample, examine
these issues in connection with the selection of radioactive waste sites in the North

Carolina. They convincingly demonstrate that calls for public input into waste site
decisions are little more than a sham. In instances where the public did offer their

viewpoints, they were di.smissed as non-scientific and emotional, attributes clearly
characterized by authorities as an undesirable. Author Craig Waddel found that
commissioners who heard testimony at the International Joint Commission's .Sixth
Biennial Meeting on Great Lakes Water Quality also werebiased against emotional
appeals ontlie part of tJie public although impressed by llieir sincerity. These authors
argue lliat tliere should be a place forbothemotional concerns and technical thinking
in sj'siemsof democratic decision making.
Further chapters deal with how environmental rhetoric can be u.sed as a
source ofgroup identity. Marilyn M. Cooper makes a casefor the need for increased
heallliy interaction between radical gixjups such as Earth First! and mainstream groups
such as The Nature Conser\'ancy. Brown and Hemdl argue convincingly that to
respond effectively to extreme environmental rhetoric, which discounts the
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significance of human polluters, one must undei"stand the psychological motivations
of its supporters. Still other chapters incorporate the ideological notion that
humankind is an integral part of nature. Gregory Clark, S. Michael Halloran, and
Allison Woodford demonstrate how the Hud.son River School of landscape painters,
such as Thomas Cole and Asher B. Durand, u-sed their work to transmit ideological
values in tlie nineteenth centuiy. Charles Bergman discusses the ideological roots of
human desire andits connection to nature through examining the writings of Thomas
Roellike, William Shakespeare, George Bataille, and Andrew Marvell as well as the
drawings and carvingsof Cro-Magnons in a prehistoric cave in the north of Spain.
Overall readers of Gnen Culture will find it intellectually engaging, highly usellil for
their own research, and a delight to read.

New Oovenioncefor Rural America: Creating Intergovenunental Partnerships by
Beryl A. Radin, Robert AgranolT, Ann CM. Bowman, C. Gregory Buntz, J. Steven
Ott, Barbara S. Romzek, and Robert M. Wilson. Lawrence: University of Kansas
Pre.ss, 1996. 242 pp. $29.95 cloth. $ 17.95 paper,
Janet Kelly Moen
University ofNorth Dakota

Either the title of this volume or the multiple authorship might easily serve
as a deterrent for the ca.sual reader. In fact, 1was not overly eager to do this review.
But, lliequalityof thisbook wasevident lix)ni the prefaceon, and this work mayserve
as a benchmark for both creative and collaborative methodology as well as an
exploratory and infomiative piece on intergovenunental relations. This book is a
welcome edition to the University of Kansas Press Rural America Series.
The authors divided up the task of as.se.ssing the work of .state-level Rural
DevelopmentCouncils. Tliese councils had grown out of Bush administration elTorts
to address issues ofiiual development and facilitate new partnerships on the state and
local levels between governmental agencies and the privatesector. This bottom-up
approach was also embraced by the Clinton administration under their efforts to
"reinvent government." Wltilethe study examined the original councils establishedin
eiglit states, and included eight councils wliich were later created, about three-fourtlis
of all states have now established these councils.

Conceptually, this book contains a thorough discussion of a real-world attempt to
create non-hierarchical, non-bureaucratic mechanisms for innovative and collaborative

problem solving. The authors provide both a hi.storical context and a model for
analytic understanding of the effort of hundreds of individuals to come to grips with
new t>'pes of decision-making images, tools, and logi.stics. Wliile the results are more
empiiicallyoiicnted,they are given in the context of organizational theoiy, especially
including a discussion of matrix organizations and the formation of networks. The
authors use the ideas for managing interorganizational networks as a framework for
the assessment process.
Tliis book is organized from general to specific, beginning with a discussion
of intergovernmental lelationsand rural development policy. The authors then outline
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tlie pailiculars of the state councils included in this study and delineate the evolution
of the processof gettingllieniorganized. Descriptions of their activities are provided,
and outcomes are compared. Ultimately, these experiences are placed in the context
of the ideal of the "new govcmance."
This te.xt is particularly suitable for policy analysts, rural development

specialists, and graduate courses in rural sociology, geography, politicalscience, and
public administration. It would also be of interest to legislators, policymakers, and
community andeconomic development specialists. Any of these professionals might
want to skim over parts of this book to find areas of particular interest Appendices
and an index help them to focus in on areas of geographic or topical concern. They
will find much to give consideration. This work is analytic, comprehensive, and
thorough. Even though the specifics may become dated, there is enough overview,
theory, andpolicyrelateddiscussion to insure tlial this work will be relevant for some
time to come.

WantedDead or Alive: The American IVesi in Popular Cuhmv by Richard Aquila,
ed. Urbana: Univensity of Illinois Press, 19%. 313pp. $29.95 cloth.

Jon Flanagin
University ofSouth Dakota
"The West," even when you live there, is still a powerlul m)thic force in
American society. The images of freedom and possibility, the purity of its open
spaces, the promise of a better lifejust over the next horizon continue to resonate
tlirough contemporaiy American society. As the last reftige of that rugged
individualism that we still prize, the West exerts a powerftil pull on the American
imagination, even in this heterogeneous, urbanized, complex po.st-induslrial society
that we have become. And, perhaps for that veiy reason, as we increasingly
experience and recognize the complexity which we have become, the broad strokes
and primaiy colors of the mjlhic West have even more appeal than ever before.
"Tlie West", of course, never really existed in this centuiy. By the time that
tlie fu3t of tliemajor Western novelsappeared, Owen Wister's The Virginian in 1902,
its hero is already bemoaning the loss of all that he had known as "the West." Our
experience of this powerful mythic force comes almost exclusively from popular
culture. Wliy this is so, and how it came to pass, is the subject of Wanted Dead or
Alive:TheAineiican Westin Popular Culture edited by Richard Aquila, an historian
in the American Studies Program at Ball State University.
Wliat Aquila has assembled is a set of essays, each dealingwith some aspect
of tlie media tliat wasresiion.sible foriielping to build the image of "the We.st" into the
poweiful foiee lliat it hasbecome. Sectionsare devoted to fiction, live entertainment,
movies and television, music, and popular, and commercial art. Within each section
thereareoneto lliree chaptei"s devoted to somespecific aspect of the general heading.
For example, tliesectionon "Fiction"contains a chapter on dime novels and a chapter
on oiliernovelsabout tlie We.st. As is common in edited compilations of this type, the
writing is variable. Some of it will grab your interest and some of it is primarily a
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listing orresources. None ofllie authors included are sociologists. They all come out
oflliat "popular culture" tradition that hasbeen developing overthepastfew years in
English and Histoiy departments, and they reflect the canons of that developing
tradition in their writing.

This book is on its own frontier. Being the first majoreffort to lakein the
entire range of popular cu!tui-e as it relates to "The West", there is no direct
competition for it. For tlie reader who is on the trail of even more infomiation, one of

llie major benefits ofthebook is its comprcheasive bibliography for each of theessays
and concluding .sugge.siions for further readingon the topic for each section. These
two aspects are probably the most valuable features of the book, and they make it a

useful resoimce for anyone who iseither developing a course in thetenitoiy or simply
wants to avoid the appearance of being a dude. For classroom use, this book would

make a good supplementary text, butit would be difficult to teach from asa primary
te.xt because of itsorganization and because many of the essays are primarily lists of
relevant material, without a sociological theoretical framework.

Conlenletiamong Sirangers: Rural German-Speaking U^omen ami Their Families
in the Nineteenlh-Cenltny Midwest by Linda Sciielbitzki Pickle. Urbana: Univer-sity
ofIllinois Press, 1996. 311 pp. $49.95 cloth. $14.95 paper.
Laura Colmenero

South Dakota State University

Linda Schelbilzki Pickle'sContented amongStrangersbegan for herwith
the curiosity she had about her father's Nebraska German-American family. It
evolved into a general inlei est on tlie adaptation ofniral German-American immigrant
families to the United States and the role played by women in this adjustment. She
looked at her "quiet, even-tempered, hardworking, fnigal, and self-denying
grandmother" and asked her.self, "Wliy is this woman who .she is" (p. 1)? Was it due
toherunique personality, the socialization in her family of origin, or as a result of her
cultural hei itage?

Setting out to answer lhe.se questions, Schelbitzki Pickle turned first to
Fredcnck .lackson Turner's archetypical metaphorof the fi-ontier as a cruciblewhich

forged in itsmelting pot "a new composite American people" (p. 199), anAmerican
people who were "aggressively individualistic, .self-reliant, freedom-loving pioneerfs]"
(p. 4). Botliercd by tliis male aichet>pe, shesought out the network ofcommunity and
intei-dqiendence which .she had seen in herown Gennan-American family. Contented
among Strangers is the result of her examinations into immigrants in general (and
womeii immigi-ants specifically) to the rural areas of Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Kansa.s,
and Nebraska and their socialization into the culture of the United .Slates.

Schelbilzki Pickle hasdiudedherbook topically. In" 'The Best Household
Utensil': Women and Families before Emigration" she provides the reader with
backgroiuid material on the subordinate status of nineteenth-centur}' Gennan women,
although she questions the view that all women unifonnly followed this pattern and
Iiigliliglits iJie conlJibutions tlicy made tollie succe.ss of theirfamilies both socially and
https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/greatplainssociologist/vol10/iss1/8
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economically. Tliese patterns werebrouglil with German-American immigrants to the
United States, a trip oftenmade for economic, religious, or political reasons.
In "Arriving, Settling in, and Sui-viving: Emigi'ation and the Concrete
Aspects of Adaptation," Schelbitzki Pickle discusses the initial entrance into the
United States and settling of Geiman-American immigrants. In the five-state area,
many new immigrants found a rural environment with conditions ripe for success.
Giving muchof tliecredit fortheachievemenls of these German-American immigrants
to tire women, Schelbitzki Picklehighlights their hard work,self-sacrifice, strength to
withstand tlie isolationof the fi-onlier, household skills, skills in animal husbandry, and

ability to bear and raise large families.
In another section entitled "Adventure, Alienation, and Adaptation: The
Subjective Experiences of Immigrant Life," the authorprovides a more personal look
at German-American immigrant women by identifying "some general patterns of
women's subjective experiences in the nineteenth-century niral Midwest" (p. 93).
Sti"essing "age at immigration, the presenceof family (especially of female relatives),
the strength of the ethnic community and its institutions, economic conditions, the
aftection and suppoil of [their hu.sbands], and [the health of the women] and that of
[their] family" (p. 127) as decisive in the abilitj' of womento succe.ssft.illy make the
transition from Europe to America, Schelbitzki Pickle uses letters, diaries, and
autobiographies to follow llie lives ofa select gi"oup of women and their successes and
tragedies as they allempled to integrate themselve.s into lifeon the frontier.
"Sli'angers ina Sljiuigc I.and: Women and llicir Families in Special Groups"
discusses someofliie imiqiie chaiactcristics brouglit byGcmian-Ainerican immigrants
tothenineteenth-century Irontier. Wliile st}'les of clothing and homeftimi.shings were
soon modified, other features were not. Geniian-American immigrant tamllies were
larger than their American counteipails and retained such customary roles and

e,\pectations of women as subservience andfinancial dependence on men,a limiting
ofeducation for girls, religious and cultural practices, and the uses of folk medicines.
This section of the book ai.so highlights some of thecommunal groups organized on
the basis of religious or philosophical beliefs such as the Amana colonies and The
Community of Tiiie Inspiration. The experiences of women in these groups varied,
but often they had the"tendency to treat women and men as near-equals inspiritual
mattens" (p. 153).
The author finishes her di.scussion with "The Rural German-Speakers and

Their Descendants: Refiections on Ethnicity in America." She warns people not to
oversimplify or .stereotype Gennan-American immigrants, although she admits to
certain common patterns including the subordination of women to the goals of the
family, involvement in thehard laborrequired in thehome and on the farm to ensure
a commonly held familial ethicof success, llie accumulation of land as heritage for
descendants, a tendency to bandtogether with othersofcommon ethnic backgrounds
and organize communities which promoted continuation of thesecultures, and a basic
conservatism.

Schelbitzki Picklechoo.ses to rework Fredeiick.lackson Tumer's melting pot

metaphor prefening an image of the frontier as a "slow cooker, simmering various
ingredients into a savoiy but somewhat lumpy .stew, while allowing the flavor of the
separate ingredients to be identified and appmciated" (p. 199). She .sees Gemian-
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American immigrant women as ciucial in this process. For the sociology instructor,
tliisbookprovides oppoilimities for useas a supplementary text in classes on race and
ethnicity or women's studies.

TheKiimh offile IVesi: Ef/inoculfitml Evoliilioii in the Rural Middle West, 1830-1917
by Jon Gjerde. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press. 426 pp. $39.95
cloth.
Elizabeth Evenson Williams

South Dakota Stale University
In The Minds of the West, Jon Gjerde employs the tools of historical
demography to examine the long-standing debate over whether America can Inaly be
called a melting pot, or whether a pluralist model is the more accuratedescription.
And, in supporting the pluralist concept, Gjerde also provides the subtext that even
that model is more

complexthanpeoplemigjil tlunk. In comingto a new land, European immigiants saw
the Midwest as a placetliat would allowtliem to retain cultural and religious traditions
from their homelands.

That the explanation of Gjerde will be complex is made clear in his
introductory chapter in which he stales: "the critical relationship in this book, then,
is tliejuxtaposition ofcultural patterns —the minds —and environmental possibilities
in a region diverse in cultural traditions and rich in resources -- the West —that was
replete with tension, conflict, even paradox" (p. 3). A key paradox, cited frequently
by the author, is that the veiy freedom that European immigrants found in the New
World enabledtliem to practicetlioir religious and other beliefs and to stay apart from
the American mainstream. At the same time, this freedom and democracy would
eventually prove a threat to keeping their traditions intact.
The idea of "the West" suggested, according to the author, at least two
conflicting xasioms. Tosome, it was "a metaphorof American opportunity andwealth
and a locus of a fluid society in a continual proce.ss of redefinition. To others, it
i"q)resented cultiunl fragmentation lliat threatened to de.stroy the developing American
tradition" (p. 7). Immigrants came to have what Gjerde calls a "complementaiy
identity," pledging an allegiance botli to American ideals and ethnic values at the .same
time (p. 8).
Throughout the book, Gjerde makes a major distinction between the
immigrants coming directly from Europe (countries like Germany, Ireland and the
Scandinavian countries) and those whom he calls "Yankees," who came to the Middle

West from points east in the United States. There was a constant tension between
these two groupings, as well as within the European groupings and within particular
national groupings.
As time went on. and up until America entered World War I (which is the
ending point of this book), there emerged two major strains among the European
immigituits. Onewas what Gjerde calls a "pieti.st sentiment," which was able to fuse
its religious convictions with social and political perspectives "con.sonant with
https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/greatplainssociologist/vol10/iss1/8
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American Protestantism." The other strain was "coj-poratist," and was less "modem"
or liberal. In this camp, people tended to feel that their religious belief was the only
acceptable belief, and also tended to support institutional stiuctures — like the
liierarchical family, and church -- and opposed tlie premiseson which liberalism was
based (pp. 14-15).
As Americans in general watched the gro\Mh of the West during the last
century, some saw a threat because the immigrants were staying in their etlinic
enclaves and were not convening to the American .'^'stcm. Pail of this fear was based
on Protestant distiiist of the Catholic immigrants who came from both Ireland and
Germany. Tlirougliout tlie book, Gjerde esamines the nativist sentiment that gi'ew out
of thesefeai-s, quotinga wealth ofdocumentaiy material like new.spaper accounts and
speeches ofilietime. Ameiican rcstiictions on immigration, enactedduring the 1920s,
were but one manifestation of fears of immigrants and their cultures.
Gjerde makes clear throiigiinut tlie book that immigrants wereneither totally
"Americanized" nor did they remain unchanged with the same values and practices
that they brought with them. A major tension within immigrant communities
increasingly came to be how much accommodation they should make to the dominant
American cultiu e. One ofllie factors iielpingimmigrantskeep their cultures intact for
as long as theydid was that of "chain migration, in which whole communities moved
together, rather than just individual families.
One of the major change.s for the European immigrants coming to America
was tliat tltem was not a statechurch in this new country. This factor entirely changed

tliedynamics of the relationship between church members and clergy, with members
ofeven more hierarchical denominations able to resist clergy directives more than they
ever liad in their homeland.s.

Similai" changes impacted llie institution of llietamily. As technolog)' and the
material culture changed in America, families could not remain as insular and
self-sulllcient as once was tine. And, it was in the family setting that the diflerences
betiveen the"Yankee" and immigrant cultures really emerged -- the "Yankee" culture
more readily embraced the value of individualism, which the immigrant cultures
tended to see it more in icnns of a threat to family stability.
There was a ditTerence, loo. in treatment of women.

In the German

settlements,women were expected not only to do all the household ta.sks, but also to
do field work as needed. In the Yankee cultures, the work of women was defined as

lliatin the home, and lliose womendid not do fann work - except for particular areas
like poultiy. Yankee women were seen as "lazy" by lho.se in tlie Gennan and Dutch
cultures whose women were fann workers.

The rapidly developing sy.slcm of public schools was also a tension point
among the various culture.s. In public schools, immigrant childrennot only learned
English, but also the values of the larger nation. Many of the immigrant culture.s
supportedtlieirs)'stems of parochial schools as a means of keeping their language and
culture intact. Another "threat" of public schools was that immigrant children
interacted with those of "Yankee" background, even to the point of eventual
inter-marriage. Part of the "clanni.shness" often observed of ethnic cultures (and not
altogethergone, even late in the twentieth centuiy) stems from the losing battle that
immigrants fought to keep language and culture intact.
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Tliestrainswitliin and betweencultm"es eventually became part of the overall
politicalstruggles in tlieUnited States. The temperance and women's sullVage debates
were also closely tied to immigrant concerns. Immigrants, at least those of German
and Irishorigin, tended to view the temperance movement as an intrusion by the state
into the private lives of their families. Women's suffrage was also viewed as a tlu^eat
by tlie same groups —something that would undermine their family values and views
of the place of women in that family setting.
World War I would eventually tip all these debates towai'd tlie emergence of
"an Americanist ideology" (p. 324). The national state would become increasingly
poweiliil and tliere wouldbe les.s and lessheterogeneit)' in the Middle West. Although
bej'cnd the scopeof his work, Gjerde's comments on the increased emphasis today on
ethnic backgrounds among the descendants of the immigrants that he wrote about
would be of interest. Each summer brings a host of ethnic festivals in small towns of
the Middle West, and there ai*c consistent ellbiis to recapture music, languages and
food of the pa.st ~ albeit in the contemporaiy American setting!
Tiiis hook is solidly researched, with a richness of endnotes that indicate a
wide range of sources. The academic vocabularj' used, more sociological than
liistorical, will probably mean that this bookwill not be widely accessibleor popular,
but thatwas probably not tlie intent of the author an)'^vay. This reader was also struck
with the relevance to today's debates about immigration policy and the impact of
immigrants on our society as a whole. Today's speakers could well be quoting the
materials of the la.st century.

Dressing In Feathers: The Consnvciion of the Indian in Popular Culture by S.
Elizabeth Bird, ed. Boulder: Weslview Press, 1996. 321pp. $73.00 cloth, $19.50
paper.

Ellen Baird

South Dakota State University
Tlieacademic market i.s cuirenlly flooded with books that are collections of
writings on Native Americans, but few are fiilly useabie as a classroom te.\t. Bird has
con'ected this oversight with Dressing in Feathers by selecting ailicles that are not
only relevant, but many of which are written by Native American authors. This is a
collection ofe.ssays from eighteen authorsranging from niNthic recreations of Native
American stereoty pes in adveilising at the luni of the century to more contemporary
issues .such as racial expectations.
A sliorl ovemevv will iliuslrale the variety of articles. At the outset. Bird
reveals the social constniction of Native Americans in American stereotypes from
1830-1990, from lliefeai'ed lords of tlie Plains to the negative and derogatory cartoons
thatshaped early American raciallliouglit. Sally L. .lonescompliments the Bird article
with her look at early Native American mythsby exploring the origins of concepts
relating tobeing Native American which placed these people in the situation of being
viewed as a vanishing race.
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Frank Goodyear examines photographs from newspapers reporting the
surrender ofSitting Bull and how ilie media interpreted his death asa military victory.
Jeffcry Steele addresses Native American stereotypes in advertising at the turn ofthe
centujy. especially the proliferation of trading cards that shaped, and continue to
influence even today, the views of other Americans about who is a real Native
American.

Petej- Geller examines in an article the recreation ofthe Red River Pageant,
aplay about the Canadian ftu- trade that portrays Native Americans in Canada inways
tliat fit popular racial notions, not reality. Alison Griflilhs writes on NativeAmericans

inearly films ranging from early silent llicks to contemporaiy ones.
John Bloom looks at the Haskell SchooFs Homecoming in 1926 andhow
sports was supposed to help Native American students to assimilate, but how in

actuality both degraded the tribal family of the student. Bonnie Duran examines

Native American alcoholism and colonial drinking patterns, and why contemporary
programs to resolve this problem do not seem to work.
Joel W. Martin talks about the etfect of Native Americans on Southern

history, and explores attempts to take away their culture and use it for non-Native
American financial gain. Jay Mechling writes on the governmental creation of the
Seminole Tribe from several related but separateSouthern bands.

C. Richaitl King examines tlie fallout from the Little Bighorn battle, and why
Native Americans have a dilTerenl perception of what happened. Cynthia Lou
Coleman looks at howmedia shapes sympathies in Native American conllicls, and the
role that editors play in what people learn about them.
Robert Baird critiques Native American stereotypes in films such as

"Deerslayer" and "Dances With Wolves" to show that these films are mirroring the
national sentiment toward Native Americans at the time they wem released. Peter van
Lent writes on early Indian captivit)' novels and cuiTcnl images of Native American
male se.sualily, plus heexamines why the "savage lover" is allegedly so attractive to
non-Native American women.

Annette M. Taylor looks at the characterization of Native Americans in the

television series "NorthernExposure." Bird writes in an additional articleon cliches

in television about "Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman" and why it has only provided a
continuation of the myths perjieirated in the popular captivity novels of the last
century.

Theodore S. Jojola explores the creation of modem stereotypes of Native
Americans, pailicularly astliey relate to ma.scots and their impact onself-identification
and outward image. And, Dehra L. Merskin addre.sses the issue of the social

constiiiction of what the e.xpectation is conceniing what the contemporaiy Native
American look like.

Of all the books available in marketplace today, few if any are more
sociological in nanire. Bird has plainly collected the essays in this work in an attempt
toremove Native Americans from the past and place them within the contemporary
world. Shemoves farbeyond the popular notion that Native Americans canonly be
understood through history or literature. Rather, what Bird offers is a contemporaiy
treatment of Native American in thepost modem world.
SliidenLs who.study mceandctlmicity, gender relations, and Native American
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culturewiW enjoy this volume. Bird has done a goodjob of selecting ailicles that will
broaden the perspective of theii- readers and that will provide thought provoking
clas.sroom discussions.

Sui'viving in Two Worlds: Conlempoiwy Native American Voices by Jay Leibold,
ed. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1997. 258 pp. $35.00 cloth, $14.95, paper.
Grace Keyes
Onr Lady ofthe Lake University

Biography can be an engaging and useful way to instnict, relate history, and

inspire. Wlhle Sin-viving in Two Worlds is not a biograpliy, it is a compilation of
edited intemews with a number of notable Native Americans. The intei-views are

presented in the voice of the persons inleiTiewed. This gives the book the rather
personal and engaging quality of autobiography. What inspired Leibold to produce
this work was the twin obsei-vations that Native Americans have long had a .sacred
regard and relationship to the earth and that humankind tlirough greed and
uncontrolled growtli has lost lliat close connection to nature. The authors interviewed
t\venty-six Native Americans to answer the question: "what is it within the heart and
soul of tlie Native American tliat could sustain this sense of sacredness for our earth?"

However, the book goes beyond just answering this question. Suiviving in Two
Worlds provides a glimpse at what is at the core of Native American beliefs with
respect to the eailh, and it also provides a look at some of the major concerns of
Native Americans: identity, pre.sei-valion of culture, and consei^ation.
Five major sections ]novide something of a thematic cohesion to the
interviews, although many of the intciTiews overlap in content and theme. Still the
major "themes" are tradition, hi.stoj-)', healing,and contemporary visions. There are
some major llireads that iim throughout this work. Finst, most of the interviewees
sjieakoftliesi)irituality that is at the core of Native American culture. Secondly, this
spirituality rests on a deep respect for MotherEarth. This, coupled the disturbing
destiiictionof natural resources by the larger society, arouses a deep concern among
Native Americans regardingwhat can be done to halt such destruction. Third, modem
Native Ameiicans to preseiTe their cultural beliefs are finding the need to re-educate
lliem.selves .mdkeep ti'aditions, stories, and ceremonies alive. Lastly, there is in these
inten'iews a feeling of optimism that some of the old traditions and beliefs are being
re-embraced by young Native Americans.
Tliet\venty-six individuals intci-viewed repre.sent a wide range of tribal and
occupational backgrounds, but are significant in that they are prominent leaders and
prote.ssionals such as luiiversity profe.ssors, aili.sts, lawj'ens, doctors, and stoiytellers.
For instance, they include Chief Oren Lyons (historian), Frank LaPena (artistetlinographer), John Echohawk (lawyer), David Lucero (physician), Edna Ahgeak
MacLean (educator), Greg Saris (writer), Florence Jones (healer), Teny Tafoya
(jDsychologist), and JackForbes(liistorian-anthropologist). The accomplishments of
tlieseNative Americans is one of tlie attractionsof the book, namely that it inspires by
https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/greatplainssociologist/vol10/iss1/8
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allowing tliese accomplished individuals lo speak directly (albeit briefly) in their own
voice. Wliile diverse in background, many ofthe concerns voiced by these Native

American leaders are siniilai" iJie concern about establishing and maintaining identity,
concern about their relationship with the environment, the need for education, and

strategies for living within two cultural worlds. Betty Cooper rather captures the
essence of thetitleot tliebookwhen she states: "we can teach and live Indian culture.

At the same time, the realit)' isthat we have lo live in today's society. So I tell them
about walking in two worlds. . .(p. 118).

The intent of this book was to pre.sent "conlemporaiy Native American
voices" bothto a general audience and lo Native Americans themselves. Most of the

interviewees agree tliat Native Amei-icans have a need lo hear their own people speak.
Witliin tlie iiiteiTiews one gets a little histoiy and infonnation on cuirent political and
social aflairs ot Native Americans such asthe status and significance ofthe American
Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978, Yet, what is salient about this book is that it
provides some background infonnation on lhe.se selected Native Americans and

allows them to address their concerns in their own words.

The .sociological

impoil ot'Suiviving in Two U-'oHch is that it contributes to the literature on Native
Amencans but from the perspectiveof Native Americans themselves. This is similar

to ff^ingeii IVords which also attempts to allow Native Americans to express
themselves. This book may be a useful compliment to sociology and anthropology
courses that focus on mulliculturalism and ethnic studies as well as for courses that

deal witli consei^'ation or ecology. Wliile this is an easy book to read that includes a
helpftil bibliography, it lacks an index which would have been usellil. For students,

it will serve as ausellil resource ofnoted Native Americans in arather wide range of
fields and for young Native Americans llie book should sci*ve as asource ofinspiration
by providing examples of Native Americans who have been successftil in both worlds.
Reference
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1990.
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Race, Ethnicity, and A/idiicu/iiiralisin: Policy and Practice by Peter M. Hall, ed.
New York: Garland, 1997. 234 pp.S**.** paper.
Jack Niemonen

Univer.diy ofSouth Dakota

Tliis monogi aph coasists ofeiglit papci-s presented at, or developed from, the

Missouri Symposium on Re.search and Educational Policy held in 1994. Although
summajTZed under tlie lubric Race, Ethnicity, andMulticultnralism, the.se papers are
concerned primarily with i.ssucs in the sociology of education. At the beginning, for
example, Peter M. Hall discusses briefly the race relations problematic. Then, in a
review that will be familiar to students immersed in the stratification litcratui-e, he

identifies factors that explain .statistically diflerenl educational opportunities and
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outcomes for AlHcan Americans as compared to European Americans. Hall argues
that the "constitutive practices" of schools, e.speciallyability grouping and tracking,
affect educational peifonnance and attainment by race. In other words, the evidence
suggests that the slnicturc-s, practices, and organizational cultures of schools
perpetuate inequality between the races, In addition. Hall examines how AfricanAmencanstudents respond to these constitutive practices, summarizes the empirical
effects of school desegregation on their academic perfonnance, notes the dilemmas
desegregation poses for the their community. And, in a cureoiy way, he reviews
controversies associated with multicultural education as a response to structured
inequality. The purpose of this ovei-view is to make the case for alternative forms of
education.

Tlie volume as a whole does not address the structural bairiers to

implementing these changes on a national level, including budgetary constraints and
taxpayer revolts.

Burt Landiy constructs a sociologically gi oundcd rationale for multicultural
education, especially, he .suggests that multiculluralism s\'nthcsizes two forms of
pluralism that Milton Gordon identified as coqiorate and liberal (pp. 52-53). L.andiy
reviews immigi alion trends in theUnited .States, de.scribes the changing demographic
composition of the United .Stale.s, and identifies conceptual problems in the
construction of racial categories by the United Slates Census. Then, he provides a
standard call for multicultural education in public schools.
Aaron Thompson and Reid Luhman siu-vey the socio-economic status
variablestliat explain statistically dilTerential educational attainment by race, such as
parental income, occupational status, and education. They ask this que.stion: for those
variables that appear to be strongpredictors, does the strength of the predictors vary
by other factors as well (p. 65)? Thompson and Luhman note problems in
methodology and dilficullies in .s^mihesizing complex and contradictoiy findings.
Based on these considerations and on the results of an original study examining
variables alfecting the educational attainment of .students, they conclude that the
variables predicting educational success for European-American siudcnls may not do
so for African-American .students (p. 72).
Luis Moll and Nonna Gonzalez argue for allemalive teaching practices,
suggested in pail by the research findings presented in other parts of this volume.
Critical of standard in-service as a means to expand teacher knowledge of cultural
diversity on the basis that it ofters a "homogenized and standardized prescriptivism"
[sic] (p. 89), the authors say that teachers must come to know the cultures their
students experience. .Standard in-service reifies culture as language, folklore, heritage
festivals, cuisine, and dance. Classroom learning would be enhanced if teachers act
as ethnographers in the home.s of .students and incoiporate into their pedagogies the
"household hi.storie.s" and"funds of knowledge" of students (pp. 90, 108). Although
the authors make a compelling case for frequent social contacts by teachers with
students and llieir parents, ihcy slight theproblcm.s created for leaehers by long hours
and bumout. They mention, parenthetically, that the teachers who pailieipaled as
ethnogi-aphers in the homeof.students werepaid by the re.searchers (p. 110).
Hugli Mchan identifies the consequenees of tracking for college enroiinienl
by race. He describes a program to "unlrack" students a.s a way to redre.ss racial
disparities in educational allainnient on thewell-documented assumption that ability
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grouping and tracking areracially biased. Untracking places disadvantaged students
(who aredisproportionately minority and low-income students) in the same collegeprep program a.s advantaged students. Mehan summarizes data showing that
untracking issuccessftil, evidenced by college enrollment rates by race. Particularly,

he shows llie longer disadvantaged students stay in the program, the more likely they
are to enroll in college. The author cites reasons lor the success of the program,
including explicit .socialization into an implicit academic culture (p. 133). That is,
tliese students are lauglil study and le.si-taking skills, conllict-resolution strategies, how
toapply toand enroll in college, and the discourse of the cla.ssroom itself that they did
not learn at home (thus gaining the advantage that middle class students possess). In
this context, schools show a capability totransform rather than reproduce the social
class structure (p. 145). This program is designed to assist only a small number of
students, selects students witli higli potential andmid-level grades, and screens out the
lowest performing students (p. 118). Fuillieimore, this program is labor-intensive,

time-consuming, and co.stly to run. It requires extending the .school year and
increasing the number of houi-s .spent in the classroom.
Eugene Eubanks, Ralph Purisli, and Diane Smith show how school

discoiu-ses, practices, and organizational cultures identify s)'mptoms of, asopposed to
causes of. failure and "externalize" blame to the families ofstudents. Their point is
that the structure of schools contributes to the failure to leant. This important
argument is undeimined to some extent by the authors' selective useofquotes from
teachers todefend tlieir point ofview ajid a premature di.smissal of complaints by other
teachers abouttJie abilitiesand willingness of studentsto learn. Furthermore, neither

this chapter nor the others examine how schools of education are recruiting and
training teachers.

Margaret Placiei", Peter M. Hall, and Barbara JoDavis show how the attempt
ofa local school to constnict a multicultural educational policy favored eventually the
dLstiict administration. This was accomplished through a subtle manipulation of the
policy fonnalion proces.s. In a fascinating essay, the authors describe the
"transloimalion of intentions" (p. 173) as a consequence of personalities, power
stniggles among contending interest gnuips, organizational cultures, access to
resources, fi.scal constraints, .state mandates and other political considerations, local
race relations histories, and community reactions. Especially, the authors .show how
vested interests avoid critical issues and marginalize opposition to the status quo.
Finally, PeterM. Hall argues for an overall transfomialion of schoolsbased

onthe analyses presented in the otherchapters. All ofthe authors recommend ways
toimprove schools and decrease racial dispaiities. Hall synthesizes these observations
around the premise that the reproduction of theseracial disparities is rooted in the

system itself. Tlierefore, the system itself must be transformed. Much ofthis chapter
is a description of the ideal-typical school as Hall envisions it, and this vision has
many elements that will be familiar to public .school critics. Hall leaves to the
imagination of the reader how to clTect this transfomialion.

As a whole. Race, Etiinicily, ami Kfullicultinolism is a competent but
uninspired book. Becau.se of Mall's editonship, it is belter integrated than many
collections from symposiums, yet it sulTers from eiratic and occasionally murky
writing. Hall, for example, could explain what he means by "generic intellectual
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categories" (p. 212). The monograph provides a useftil ovei-view for studentsnew to
the fields of social stratification and the sociology of education, but it will not be
considered innovative to those who know these literatures well.

Stale Amononiy or ClassDoniifiance: CaseStudies on Policy Making inAmerica by
G. William DomliotT. New York: Mdine DeOmyter, 1996. 297 pp. $9.95 cloth,
$24.95 paper.
Mary Warner
Northern State University
G. William DomhotThas authored numerous books on stratification. All of

these works have in some way related to the issue of upperclassdominance in the
United Slates. DomholT, for example, shows the connection between the different
members of the inling class in IHio Pules America (1967). Continuing along the
same line, he examines consei-vativc and liberal elements of theupper class in The
Higher Circles (1970). In The Hohemian Grove and Other Retn'ots (1974),
Domhofffocuses attention onjusthow politicians and theupper class set the agenda
and reach decisions.

Inhis present workState Autonomy or ClassDominance, Domhoff provides
two reasons for writing it. (9ne is the stated puipose of this book, that is,to argue and
answer the question "who has more power in the United States, the federal

government or the owners and managers of large income-producing property" (p. ix)?
The other purpose, not directly related to the stated one, is that he is providing a
response tostate-centiic theorists, like ThedaSkocpol and Gregoiy Hooks, who have
critiqued his work. Domhoff restates their arguments, challenges them, and then
shows how their thought processes and research techniques are inadequate for
examining these issues. His major point of disagreement with the state-centric
theorists is that he thinks they are wrong when they assert that the .slate can act
autonomously and independent of class considerations.
Domhoff early in his work brielly discusses why he thinks Marxian
theoretical ideas are al.so inadequate, but, in the final analy.sis, he loo usesMarxian

conceptions of class and class conflict to guide his effort. Integrating these ideas,
DomholV siiecifically studies social power through the use of membership network
analysis. Ifsocial power is rooted inorganizations, then, according toDomhoff, one
might examine just who is in what organization and how such organizations are
connected. His network analysis traces the various kinds of social connections
between specific people and theirorganizations.
In eachof the chapters in StaleAutonomy or Class Dominance, Domhoff
focu.ses on .specific programs that state-centric theorists have asserted were
autonomously state-conceived and implemented. Me examines .several ca.ses.

including ones involving the New Deal agricultural program, the National Recovery
Administration, Social Security, growlh of the Pentagon, and legislation in the
Progressive Era (1860-1916). Domhoff, in each case,demonstrates how the upper
class benefitted and why a state-centric explanation is flawed.
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The work of Doinholf is always woilh reading.

His work is well

documented. He is vei^ cai cful about the sources that heuses, relying on primary
sources, since in the present book one of his major criticisms of the state-centric
theorists is that they use secondaiy sources and selectively interpret them. But, not

only ishisresearch thorough, DomhotVnever fails to amaze onhow heis able toput
together his arguments to reveal class-based influences. His writing style is,
nevertlieless, at times dilhcull to follow. Domhoff .seemsto want to make sure that he

has all of tiiefacts, alino.st toa lault. Wliile Stole Amnnomy or Clas.s Dominance is
an excellent piece of scholarship, it would be dilllcull even for upper level
undergraduate sociology students and might best be rc.scrved for graduate course.s.

Sizing Down: Chronicle ofa PlantClosing by Louise Moser Illes. Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1996. 228page.s. $29.95 cloth.
Carol J. Cumber

South DokotoStole University
Withan iirsider tlie perspective of an insider,l.ouise Moser Illes records the
journey of a plant closing from llieinitial announcement to the ultimate shutdown. As

a human resources manager tor Signclics, a Utah based .semiconductor facility, she
was directly aflected by the parent company decision that Signetics wasnolonger a
good corjmratestrategiclit andshould be closed down. Wliile much has been written

on the topic of downsizing and employee response (Charles Heckscher's IVhile-

Collor Bines: Monogeinent Loyalties in on Age of Corporate Reslnictiiring,
reviewed in The Givai Plains Sociologist 8, 1995, is a good example), Illes is unique
inherfocus on tliedowusizing process itself. In her words, she believes the her book

is for "those who were in my po.sition, a victim ofdownsizing and yet charged with
its orche.stration" (p. viii). As an insider, she is a victim of this process, yet never
presents herself as victimized. Her intent is to chronicle the events and record

reactions of the players, formulating constinctive le.s.sons to be learned from the
e.xperience.

The author, along with 900 co-workers, was notified in January that their

facility would be closed by the end of the year. In a book that is pail journal, part
cautionaiy tale, Illes equates the clo.sure process to that of the steps of the grieving
process. Cliapter headings follow a monthly chronology with a specific stage
associated with each month. Wliile her use ofthis time line is somewhat artificially
rigid, it provides the framework through which she immerses the reader into the
employees, managers, and policy makers emotions and reactions. She details the

progression of the participants through the stages of initial shock, anger and denial,
bargaining and negotiation, distancing and alienation, regeneration and renewal,
transitions, and winding down that arcrelated tothe plant clo.sure.
This is a multi-faceted work. Anecdotes from employees make the book
seem likea novel. Thepersonal obsomtions of theauthor give thebook the feel of
reading a private diaiy. Discovering how the parent company treated the employees
over the course of the year generates the impression of an outsider looking in.
Although the author is intimately involved with the downsizing, she chooses notto
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discussthe impaclon her personally, I believe ihis is ihe reader's loss. She leads the
reader to care about the fate of the workers, but leaves fails to explain her own
transition process.
Illestake.s a fair handed approach, which is laudable given that as one of the
workersbeing displaced, she is not a disinterested pai1y. She does not broadly paint
the employer as villain nor the employees as victims. Tluough participant
observation, content ajialysis, andinler\'iews. the author conducts a qualitative analysis
of tJie impactof the plant closingon the participants. These participants include not
onlythe production and stalf employees, but also management and policy makers. As
one of the largest employers in the community, she also recognizes tlie,shock to the
community.
The primary strength of this work lies in its implications and suggestions.
Each stageof lliedowirsizing process has a summary table for employees, managers,
andpolicy makei's. Tlie.simimaiy tables are presented in .such a way as to give insight
intoimportant aspects to be considered at that stage, and suggestions for what not to
overlook. For example, the implicationsfor the participant groups regarding the first
stage ofinitial shock include employees taking lime to grieve, challenging downsizing
or closure assumptions, asking policy and impact questions, and maintaining
productivity. Managers should hold foium discussion sessions, respond honestly to
questions, compile issiie.s/concems lists, and fonnulate release date plans to match
operations shutdown. Policy makers .should consider options to downsizing or
closuie,proride refeiral seivices, fnnuulnlc severance/benellls packages, be familiar
williplantclosiu'e literatiu'e, liav'e anojicralionsslnitdown plan, and establish tnist and
confidence in local plant management (p. 18).
Byrecognizingyet choosing to downplay the individual nature of corporate
culture, the author has a tendency to overgeneralize. The reader will benefit
nonellieleas, especially tlirough insight into the "if onlys". Wliile the hindsight of, "if
only we had .. . ." is loo late to smooth llie transition for this facility, it provides
invaluable infonnation for others who may find themselves in a douTisizing situation.
Academics will appreciate the rigor and thoroughness of this work.
Practitioners will benefit from the forthright presentation couched in a style that says,
"this is what happened to us. Leam from It, and your transition can go more
smoollily." Illes includes an appendix of actual employee que.slions and answers on
llieplant clo.sure, divided by topic. Alsoprovidedis the worker adjihsiment information
packet given to the employees, and samples of conespondence relating to fonnal
closure of the facility.
Thi.s book has much to contribute to our knowledge of the process of
downsizing. It teaches a lesson In what can be done to sustain employee morale
through a most difilcult lime. It strengthens our understanding of the impact
involimtar)'job loss has not onlyon the worker, but on managers and the community
at large. It will be useful for anyone interested in the corporate downsizing trend, and
appropriate for courses in human re.soui ce management, social organization, and the
sociology of work.
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The Disposable Work Force: Worker Displaceinem amiEmployment Instability in
America by Thomas S. Moore. New York: Aldine De Gmyter, 1996. 145 pp.
$46,95 cloth, $23.95 paper.
Mikiel Otlmar

United Tribes TechnicalCollege

Employment slatius i.s seemingly in an increasing stale of llux. Women's
employment is increa.sing. Mairicd men's is decreasing. There are morejobs. The
average earnings are lower. The.se are ihe is.sues Moore seeks lo explain and to
suggest solutions for in The Disposable ITorkForce.

Moore shows inhis book how comniunilies liyto adapt to changes imposed
ontliem bymajor closings and general unemployment. Hepoints out the impoilance
of general skill(s) training that can equip workere for diversified employment
opportunities across all economic strata. Infonnalion from a Displaced Worker
Survey is used toshow that there areno longer "sheltered groups," and how the job
loss is shifting from blue to white-collar workers. Moore emphasizes that the
psychological impact of the displaced worker phenomenon can be as devastating to
communities as to individuals. Sun'eys .show that the longer a person is outof work,
the more difticult reemplojinent becomes. This is for various reasons, the most
prevalent being that workers hesitate and often balk at accepting a position at lower
payand lower prestige than experienced in previous cm]doymen[.
The author also examines the macroeconomic trends and .shows that the

productivity slowdown that began in tlie 1970s has been blamed on the American
failure to be competitive. He points out thatjob growlh (creation) has been in lower

wage positions which accounts for increased numbers of working poor. The
unemployment rate has also increased because of the e.xlended average length of
unemplo)!!!^^, specifically for married men whosejobs were considered to be solid.

Moore also notes that tlie movement fmm agiiculture totown has had an added impact
on Uie unemployment rate as has also the increase of imports, especially since 1970.
Henotes llial llie trend toward lessproductivity in this country is taking a tremendous

toll on blue-collar woi kers asemployers are looking for and using exported, cheaper
labor.

Finally Moore explores and suggests ways the public can be actively
involved in "regulating the labor market." He shows why workers need to be trained

in general skills tomake them more employable. He reviews the shortcomings of an
"employer-centered" approach lo training and howit adds to the unemployment ratio
by being too job specific. Moore makes a strong argument for a "work sharing"
concept that apparently works well in Europe. He indicates that to have a healthy
workenvironment, there needs to be better basic education, foresigiit in the type of

jobs created, and a plan for job security with earnings equitable to the economy of
today and lomoirow.

Moore took a step-by-step approach to what has and is happening in the
work force. Becau.se we are intent on suiwival, increased displacement is a
phenomenon tliat creiil uji without ourbeing fully aware of its impact. By laying it out,
we can be more objective in deteniiining what approach to lake as individuals and
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comnnmities lo help (he displaced worker and to lower the incidence of
unemploj'nient. This is an impoiianlbook lliat should be read. It can give us direction
as we head into the next century.

HealthCats Systems omumi the IVor/d: Characteristics. Issues, Reforms by Marie
L. Lassey, William R. Lassey, andMartin J. Jinks. Upper Saddle River, NJ: PrenticeHall, 1997. 370 pp. $**.** paper.
Susan L. Schrader

Augustaua College

A tightly woven web ofsocial institutions generates culturally unique health
care s^-slems around the globe. Yet, in comparing health care systems around the
world, Marie L. Las.sey, William R. Lassey, andMartin J. Jinks are able to show in
tlieirbooksimilaritiesas well, and the .subsequent need for examination and reform.
The authors examine the health care systems of thirteen nations: United
States, Canada, Japan, Geimany, France, Netherlands, Sweden. United Kingdom,
Czech Republic, Himgaiy, Russia, China, and Mexico. Satisfyingconsumerdemands,
controlling costs, and re.sponding to demographic shil\s are challenging nations and
the intenialional community. With this in mind, the authors pursue live objectives:
understandtlie components of health care, de.scribe the inteiface of social institutions,
closely examine the health care systems of thirteen countries, review dimensions

resulting in "elTective health care organization and .service delivery," (p. xii) and
analj'ze future implications (p. xii).
Early on a health care system is defined a.s "the combination of health care

institutions, supporting hiunan resources, financing mechanisms, information systems,
organizational structures that link institutions and resources, and management
structures lliat collectively culminate in the delivery of health services to patients" (p.
3). Each portion of thisdefinition is carefully explained, settingthe stage for the use
of this firamework throughout the te.xl. Health caresystemsare alsocouched within
the cultural, historical, environmental, political, social,demographic, and economic
milieu that uniquely encapsulates eachcounliy. This provides, from a sociological
perspective, a .significant conlinbution lo the richness of detail that follows in a nationby-nation examination.
As I read through chapters on the nalion.s' health care systems, I was stnick
by the thorough, yet readable, pre.sentalion of a great deal of data. Having the
privilege of understanding the dimensions of thehealth care system in context was a
fascinating and educational enteiinise. Detailwas sulTjcienl to enable the reader to
have anintimate imderstanding ofllie culture, itsnuances and majorchallenges, while
carefully delineating the foundational stincture of the health care system. Periodic
tables, headings, and summaries underscored key points within the chapters. For
short, intennittent, comparative analyses of twoor three nations, 1found the parallels
within the chaptei"s to be a welcome.structure for my reading. That same structure,
howex'er, would become tedious, 1 fear, should I have chosen to read the entire book

from cover to cover in a short time period.
https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/greatplainssociologist/vol10/iss1/8
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Ai the close ofllic bix)k. llicnies fvom llie Uiirleeii nations' health care systems
are consolidated. Organi/tationa! diHcrences are due to varying placement of

responsibilit)' for policy, ftinding. and sen'ice deliveiy and stnicture and availability
ofspecific types ofsemce.s (p. 317). Finally, Lassey, Lassey, and Jinks speak to
implications for llie ftiture. Some of the key issues facing all nations include bridging
the rifl bem-een what consumers want and what health care systems can provide and
establishing abalance between the roles ofgovernment and private responsibility in
health care (p. 356).

Beyond its sUoictiued approach, cogent writing, and scholarship, this te.\t has
some additional strengths. First, the authors embody three distinct perspectives -

medical sociology, economics and health policy and administration, and phannacy.
respectively. Second, the authors have had firsthand professional CNperience in the
surveyed countries and supplement their understanding with the e.xpertise of
international co-autliors in several chapters. Third, references are provided at the end
ot each chapter, thus making the link to a given nation much more tangible and
available for fujiher research.

Some limitations to llie tc.\t include tlie fact that no health care systems from
the Middle East, South America, or Africa are included. Theauthors address this
point stating tliat Uie coimtiies higliliglited in this book areon the "advanced end of the
economic development continuum" (p .24). Wliile it is obviou.s that no te.\t can
scrutinize the program ot eveiy nation, the absence of nations within two entire
continents is.neveilheless. glaring.
I foiuid tliis to bea \'ciy gixxl book. It would be a fine addition to cour.ses in

medical sociology' orhealth policy administration. Maving abroad understanding of
the commonalities among healtii care systems —even in light ofthe unicjue context of

each nation - provides arefreshing contribution to the undenstanding ofthe interplay
ofhealth care and other social institutions in the intemationni community as we
embark on the cliallenges and oppoilunities ofthe twenty-first centuiy.

Shifts in the Soda! Contract: Understaiuiing Change in American Socieiv by Beth
A.Rubin. Thousand Oak.s. CA: Pine Forge Press, 19%. 208 pp. S**.** paper.
GeolTrey Grant

South Dakota State University

Belli Rubin aigues that tlie move away from long-lenn contractual relations,

especially in economic and workplace relations, has profound consequences for
change in the rest ofthe society'. Thi.s ihesi.s follows, in part, the work ofJudith Blau
in Social Contracts ami Economic Markets (1993). Rubin states that market

economies, such as in the United States, ojjerate on the basis ofe.xplicit and implicit
social coniract.s. Tliese exjilicit and implicit social contracts have undergone changes
that make them much shorter tenn in nature.

Tlie aullior open.s witli adiscussion of the "American Dream" —a good job.
a happy lamily. and leisure lime Iree from oppression. This dream drew huge
migiation to the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In
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the post World War II era llie nation enjoyed a booming economy and widely
distributed wealth. Tliiseconomy allowed many families to e.Nperience their "dream,"
and both marriage and birth rates soared. As the economy and family in.siitulions
grew,so too did government which became larger and "activist" in seeking solutions
for social problems. This activist orientation was both national, in ternis of social
programssuch as CivilRiglit.s, and international, in tenns of various wars (e.g., Korea
and Vietnam).
Wliileall went well up through 1970, changes led American business to be
lesssuccessfti) after that time. Competition increased, especially from Japan and the
European nations. ElVorts of American business to achieve succe.s.s resulted in
profound change .such as a shiftfrom a manufacturing to .ser\'iceeconomy, production
based (jii brain power ratliei* tlian on sheci- muscle, fewer workcis needed, and decline
in unions. Other institutions such as the family were dramatically impacted. The
single parent family grew, increasing numbers of people remained single, and birth
rales declined. Maniage rates declined and divorce rates have increased. I3y 1990
only20 percent offamily households were still breadwinner-homemaker hoiuseholds.
Otliei- social institutions were also been elVected. The national government, once the
social conscience of the nation, is now involved in retrencliment and withdrawal from

both social programs and international engagements.
Rubin e.\ploiestJie social forcestliat have brouglit changes to the nation. Her
book uses an institutional analysis, revealing institutions as tightly interconnected.
Economy, government, and family are analyzed to show how changes in one lead to
changes in another. Readers are .sho\Mi the institutional interests that lie behind one
governmental policy or another, behind changes in divorce and biilh rates, and
changes inworic foi^ce rewai ds. Rubin attempLs to placeboth cuirent and recent social
changes into a structural sociological framework In doing this she cites much
empirical i-eseaj^ch tliat docmnents specific changes. This is one of the strengths of this
book. Change is seen as making sense in this larger, structural, conte.st.
For example, she clearly places an increase in "llexible" workej^s (read low
income, temporary, and pail lime workers who are also sometimes called a
"contingency work force") in tJie context of global economics. She suggests the trend
in busine.ss to hire a contingency work force is one cause of the governmental fiscal
crisis. Contingency workei-s pay little tax since their incomes are low, but they demand
increased governmental ser\'ices in the form of pension and health care programs no
longei' pmvided tliemby biLsine.s.s. Wliile the economy has become global, the ability
of government to tax global coiporations is veiy limited which ftiilher contributes to
the governmental fiscal crisis.
Rubinalsoexploi-es cultural change that have impacted the nation. Culture
is explained as both a reflection of .social stnicture and the cause of social structural
change. Religion and technology', in pailicular, are analyzed to show how the
shortening of the social contract impacts the lives of people. Both religion (e.g.,
abortion issues, when life begins, religious ftindamentalism) and lechnolog)' (e.g.,
computei-s and llieInternet) are, she asserts, attempts to bring meaning to life. Rubin
contends they are coping mechanisms made necessaiy by an altered social contract.

The process of globalization also drives a clash of cultural values around issues of
family relationships, gender roles, and .social nonns. Television and computers are
https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/greatplainssociologist/vol10/iss1/8
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seen as major transmillers of these cultural values. Increasing rales of global
migration also bring groups together in a clash of cultural values. These cultural

issues Rubin addres.ses ina senes of questions: "What history is "my" history? Wliat
liistory is"your" histoiy? Whose tiiiths are true? Whose culture is"best?" (p. 173).
These and other questions, Rubin notes, are part of an ongoing debate in American
society andin the world as a whole concerning culture.
Rubin woi"ks to tie together her arguments in the closingpagesof the book.
She contends that the world is in a period of transition between one dominant
economic aiTangement to another new, more global arrangement. The solutions that
werepresented for the problems of lifein earlierperiods seemingly have become the

basis for the problems tliat must now befaced. Many of the implicit and explicit social
contracts ofan earlierera are no longer valid. Long tenn stability provided bythose
contracts has also come into question or totally lost its validity.
Biueaucratic organization with itsrigid hierarchy, codifiedrules, handbooks,
and rigid production technologies no longer meet the needs for rapid change and
llexibility demanded in llie global economy. Rigidity is alsoa problem in the political
arena where the protocols of the past no longer apply to explain rapidly changing
intemalicnal mlalions. And, the knowledge based, high-technology, sei-vice oriented
production indicative of nexibility al.so increasesemployment bairiers for thosewho
are already disadvantaged. "Flexibility in theworkplace may increase the rigidity of
class baniers" (p. 176).
Rubin discusses the po.ssibility of making a transition to a more flexible
capitalism. Somechanges have already occuired. The basic social contract between
ordinary members of our societyand the society il.self have been altered so they are
more shoi1 tenn. But these changes are far from complete and a new social contract
has yet to be fully established. Future change is guaranteed and it does not look
favorable to common people lacking skills or resources. For this segment of the
population, Rubin is pessimistic about the future.
Ultimately Rubin has written a book that provides a sliiictural and cultural
explanation for understanding the conlemporai'y social change that has impacted the
lives ofpeople evei>^vhere. Herbook isclearly and interestingly written. Itschapters
are relatively short, while, at the same time, considerable literature is cited in the text

and it issupported by complete bibliographic citations. Wliile the bookcouldeasily
be used tosupplement a text in a social change class, it is also good reading for anyone
interested in knowing more about i*ecent changes and why they have happened. I plan
to use Rubin's book as a supplement in my graduate level social change class, but it
would workequallywell in an undergi'aduate class. The discussions are not so arcane

or sophisticated that her book lakes extraordinaiy intelligence to grasp. Her book
shoulddowell in tlie marketplace. Pciliaps she already knows this because .she writes
so thoughtfully about the impact that the market place has had on our lives.
Reference
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Baaic Social Policy and Planning: Siralegics and Praclice Methods by Hobart A.
Biirch. New York: The Haworlh Press, 1996. 341 pp. S**.** paper.

Lobbying for Social Change, 2d ed., by Willard C. Richan. New York: Haworlh
Press, 1996. 362 pp. $**.** paper.

Cyiilhia L Phillips
Our Lady ofthe Lake University

As tlieapplied andclinical asj^ects of sociology becomemore integrated into
sociology ciuiicula, social policy planning and techniques ofinlluencing social policy
formation will become more central to the discipline. The two above-referenced
books address these growing issues in sociology.
Basic Social Policy Planning is promoted for use in an undergradunle or

beginning graduate coiu-se insocial policy planning. Although the title refers to social
policy planning, tlie book is heav>' on planningtechniques and shoil on policy issues.
Tlieplaiming proce.s.se.s covered in the te.\t can nevertheless apply to many planning
situations, including policy planning.
The book is well-organized. The first section begins with a discussion of
what planning is, an analysis ofa few dillei-ent models of planning, such as the rational
and heuri.stic models, and an introduction to the author's BASIC six stage model of

planning, discussed in more detail later in the book. The roles of values, interests,
beliefs, etliics, andslants(VIBES) in the planning process are discus.sed in two welldeveloped chapters. A compari.son of the clo.sed versus open system models is
presented, as well as a di.scussion of scientific versus nonscientific methods of
planning.
The.second section of the book analj'zes rational planningby discussing the
merits of comprehensive versus incremental planning and strategicplanning versus
contingency planning. One chapter discusses the role of various.stakeholders in the
planning process.
The third section of the book returns to the author's BASIC model of

planning: (I) global vision perspective, (2) strategic planning, (3) tactical planning,
(4) operationaldesign, (5) implementation activity, and (6) evaluation review. The
in-depth discussion of the model covers the first four steps only. Implementation
activity andevaluation review areomitted in the coverage, with the author.suggesting
these are more properly covered in a sitbsequenl course. The author al.so returns to
tlieissue of whom should be involved in the planning process and discusses the why
and how of conducting needs asse.ssments.
Finally, the fourth section focirses on quantitative planning methods,
uicluding economic planning molliods .such as cost/benefit analysis anddecision trees.
Tliiste.\1 is highlyreadable andcovers basic planningissues. The material
on valuesand ethics is particularly important. Be forewarned, however, that the text
is written in a .st>'le that, while rendering the concepts ea^ to understand, might be
initially displeasing to students and facult)'. At first I put the book down as too "new
age" intone. However, aficr picking it up a second timeand reading it for planning
content (ignoring llicpoemsand othernon-social scientific quotations and allusions),
https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/greatplainssociologist/vol10/iss1/8
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I recognized tliat diere ismuch luseliil in this work withrespect to introducing students
to the basic process of planning.
Onedrawback forusein a social policy course is the lack of policyplanning
illustrations. Many illustrations of the planning process draw on such situationsas
students planning their college and professional careers rather than on hjTiothetical
social policysituations. Morecasestudies focusing on social policy planning would
helptliisbook live up to itstitle. Tliis reviewer is currently using the te.\t in a graduate
level social policy course. Student reaction has been positive, although they tind the
writing style distracting at times.
Lobbyingfor Social Change does live up to its title. It is a non-academic
book useRjl forsociological practitionei-s and their clients who need to inlluence social
policy makersandhave little e.\periencedoing so. Richan guides the reader step-bystep througji tlie lobbying process, beginningwith an ovemew of the politicalcontext
of lobbying for social change. Other steps include a.ssessing your strengths and

limitations, setting your agenda, picking the right policy maker targets, gatliering
evidence, and preparing the case. Richan also addre.sses practical concerns such as
how to lobby an electedlejirescntative one-on-one. how to work with a live audience,
how to prepru'e for and testify at a hearing, and iiow to use the mass media. This book

provides tlie nutsand boltsof theabove steps. Forexample. Richan explains how to
do library research and develop an argument, how to make an appointment with a
representative as well as how to prepare for the meeting and how to present one's
argument, andhowto \Mite a news i"elea.se. Richan enricheshis coverage by including
examples from his own advocacy experiences.
Lobbying for Social Change is an excellent reference book on how to
advocate for social policy. This reviewer recommends it to anyone interested in
learning more about this process.

GenderetiSituaHons, GenderedSelves byJudith A. Howard and Jocelyn Hollander.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 1997. 20S pp. $35.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.
Kathr>ii B. Andersoti
Our Lady ofthe Lake University

As an expeiimental social ps>'chologi.st, I first interpreted this book to be yet
anotlier attackon tlie patiiaixilial biasand lack of external validityof social psychology
by feminist sociologists. For in the preface and first chapter, the authors criticize
social psychological findings as lacking in validity due to negligence of exploringthe
etl'ectsofnniltifaceted social contextson p.sychological processes and behavior. For
examjile, tlieautlioi"s suggest tlial tlie "ditViision of responsibility" that bystanders often
exliibit while faced witli a pci-son inneed of help (in the presence of others) may dilTer
as a fijiiclion of the gender, race, and social class of both the person who needs help
andtlial oftlieby.standei-s. Tlicneighbors of Kitty Genovese, the victim of the famous
stabbing whose 38 neighbors witness her being slabbed for 35 minutes but failed to
helpher, could|ierhaps have been avoided (tlie autliors suggest) had her assailantbeen
a woman, or if her gender, race and stwial cla.s.s and that of her assailant been difterent.
Although certainly human behavior difters according to the specific demands of
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individual contexts, for this argument to be valid, one must show that the
psychological process (e.g., diniision of responsibility) that the person experiences
does not generalize to other social contexts.
The authors also revisit the debate over whether diflercnces that are found

between men and women should be considered as "sex" or "gender" dilTerences.
They suggest that social psycholo®' has widely adopted the essenlialisl/liiological
view of "sex" difterences which fails to recognize the huge eOects of gender role
expectations. This conclusion does not account for the tremendous amount of social
p^chological research that has been conducted on gender role expectations (such as
tliat bySandra Bern andJanet Spenee which is discussedin Chapter2), but it is mostly
true of older social psychological research. This distinction remains an impoilant
point for .social psychologists to remember while tj-ying to explain male-female
differences.

Further reading of this book led me through a well written and thorough
description of e.xperimental research on social exchange processes, social cognition
(which fociLsed on schematic processing and memoiy; an e.xcellent section),
impression management, and behavioral conllmiation. Re.search was discussed and
critiqued not only through a "gender lens" but also with re.specl to race and social
class. Even though the authors began with strong criticism of social p.sychological
research, they ceilainly do it jiustice in ]nesenting substantive literature reviews.
Tlie book is clearly organized around three social p.sj'chological theoretical
perspectives; social exchange theoiy, social cognition, and symbolic interactionism,
as well as four views of gender: essentialist; sex diflerences are biologically
deteimined, socialization, genderis learned througli social learning processes, social
constructicnist, the meaning ofgender iscreated through interpretations in interaction,
and gender as a form of social stnicture. In the last chapter, the authors discuss how
these dilTerent perspectives can be consolidated in future research. This framework
makes the book cohesive and provides the reader with a guide that facilitates
understanding of the main ])oints.
Several conceptswereexplained in tliccontexlof both Alcott's Liiile Women
and David Mamet's (1992) play Ohonno, in which a female student is sexually
harassed by her male professor. These plays provide concrete examples but
refei"ences to them grew a bit tiresome.
An extremely impoilant j^oint that the author.s emphasize throughout the
book is the need for social p.sychologists to explore how power inequities may
influence varioussocial psychological processes. Since powerand status in dilTerent
domainsare at lite heart of tlieinfluences of gender, race, and social class, discovering
possible mediating or moderating elTects of power may suggestdilTerences for a range
of social contexts.

Centfen'tiSiiiiaiions. Geiuk'n'd Selves is a good text for both graduate and
advanced undergraduate psycholog)' (perhaps Psychology of Women) and sociology

(Social Psychology taught by sociologi.sts) classes. It clarifies the philosophical and
melliodological diflemnces between psychological .social ps)'cholo©' and sociological
social ps>'cholog>'. Tliebook.succe.ssfully integrates the two penspectives resulting in
a more compi'ehensive undenstanding of the elTects of social conte.xts that difter in
gender, race, and social class on behavior. Psychological social psychologists may be
https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/greatplainssociologist/vol10/iss1/8
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put otT by the criticisms ofthe low geucralizability oflaboratory experiments due to
their failure to manipulate multiple social contexts and artificiality, criticisms that
appear to this author tobe more founded in difterences in levels of analysis between
sociology and. psycholog)' rather than in the insensitivity ofpsychological research to
gender efiects.

IVatriors and li^ildnien: Men, MoscuHniiy, and Genderhy Stephen Wicks.
Westpoii, CT: Bergin & Garvey, 1996. 153 pp. $45.00 cloth.
Lori Park-Smith

Ridgewarcr College

Wick.s haswntten tliis book to reevaluate predominant ideas about men. He

maintains that little is actually known about men and masculinity. Existing gender
research ispoilrayed as being skewed by afeminist bias which ox'cremphasizes far too
much llie dillbiences between llie .sexes due to.social learning. Wicks believes that we
operate under a women-centered social per.spective and that there is a reigning
femini.s-m which marginalizes men and blames them for social problems.
Wicks writes out of a psychobiological perspective and uses thetennssex
and gender interchangeably. He maintains that sex is deeply rooted and innate.
Attempts to alter the se.xes by social construction will meet with limited success and

are potentially tlu'eatening to the social order. We should not tryto.subvert nature.
Wicks believes that manhood is ill-defined and that conftision surrounding
the male role and a historic deterioration of this role has enonnous social

consequences. He identifies a "male predicament" which springs from biology but is
exacerbated by social conditions.

Men are in pan the victims of their own biology. Masculinity is
conce]ilualized as being inherently unstable and anxiety ridden because itdepends on
external definition. According to Wicks, the anatomical exteniality of the male sex
organ caases men tohave great dilllculty internalizing their own identit)'. Add to this
the male's short lived role in reproduction and you have men feeling vulnerable. To
compensate men must perjiclually strive, compete, and que.sl becau.se they get their

meaning outside ot themselves. Women, by contrast, are portrayed as being able to
easily internalize and take for granted their sexual identity because ofthe intemality
of their sexual anatomy. In addition women's se.xual identity is realllrnied through
monthly menstnial cycles, pregnancy, and breast feeding.
The author believes these biological difterences lead men to be uncertain
about tlteir place botli williin llie family and within society. They feel likeoutcasts and

must create and defend their own .sense ofma.sculinity. Boys have it rougher than girls
because they must reject motherand things feminine to become men. Thisstarts a
lilelong conllict because the male needs the acceptance of women to validate his
manhood, but he fears and avoids intimacy because emotions are identified with

temininity. 1he upside for men is that the insecurity and need to prove selfexternally
can be great motivators. The path this angst ridden energy takes is largely socially
determined. According to Wicks "both extreme genius and criminality, with rare
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exception, aremanifestations of the volatile energy bom of the male predicament" (p.
21).

Wicks suggests that the male predicament was less troubling prior to
industiializalion. He gives a historic overview of socially valued male roles (e.g., man
as hunter, buildei", wanior, or priest) available by subsistence strategy, The important
thing, according to the author, is that they included specific tasks and were for men
only. This allowed men to achieve and maintain a male identity and racilitated male
bonding.
Industiializjition brouglii changeswhichhave been detrimental to the forging
ofa stablemasculine identity. Men claimed the breadwinner role, but this dislocated
them from the family, and made it dilTicult for them to remain moral models and
authority figures for llieirchildren. Boysnowha\'e far less time with father and are left
to forge tlieir masculine identity largely on their own. Add to this the entiy of women
into tlie labormarket andyou really have a crisis, Wicks asserts, becausemen are left
with no distinct male role.

Wicks poili'ays menas being confased about masculinity and under fire from
an insidious anti-male sentiment which he says pci^'adcs society. Feminism is largely
to blame fortheciuTcnt state of alVairs. Wicksmaintains that it is paradoxical that by
industiializing tlie West men created the oppnilunity for a women's movement which
has unraveled male identity. Wicksbelieveswe live in a feminized .society that fails
toprovide men willi the roles they need to establish and maintain theirmale identity.
In tlie absence oflliese rolesmenwill dismpt the communityand lash out against it by
becoming violent. Wicks believes that feminism has caused many current social
problems by undennining male authority and devaluing and marginalizing men. He
goes on to brand feminism as a "selfpeqietuating cause" (p. 51). By eroding men,
feminism increases antagonisms, inequality, and violence. The wife batterer is an
emotional victim. Misog)'ny is caused by anti-male sentiment.
Mai need to reasscil ilicmselves and forge and claim healthy male identities.
Outside employment can no longer be used to define masculinity, but this is just as
well bccaiLse it represented a nairow and limiting means of achieving identity. Wicks
looks to the mvthopoclic men's movenienl as possibly being able to contribute some
grounding for male identity by creating or revitalizing male m>1hical figures and
providing a vehicle for male bonding. Wicks discusses theworks of Robert Bly and
Carl Jiuig and suggests lliat themythopoetic movement may help men to suiface male
archet>pes (e.g., llie Wanior and llie Wildman) from the collective unconscious. This
would provide male models that could be intenialized.
Wicks cautions that the men's movement should not just be m>lhopoetic or
p^cliologicnl. He callsfora multifaceted approach to address the issues of men from
as many pa-siieetives as possible. He briefly mentions that any long range plan for tlie
liberation of men will require changes in the .stiucturcof societal institutions.

Wicks is absolutely coirect in his assertion that genderinfluences the lives
ofmen and that this is an area which requires further in-depth research. He identifies
some social issues (e.g., suicide, AIDS, lower life expectancy, higher rates of
violence) which .should be of particular concern and .sciiuiny. He also makes some
valid points about the mistreatment males receive in the media and the legal system.
Tlie weaknesses of this work, however, outw'cigh its contributions. The research cited
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to support his assertions isscant and ceilainly insufficient tosupport claims regarding
the cross-cultural universality of ceilain traits and practices. He does not explain
female criminality or genius, perhaps becausehedocs not recognize the existence of
either? Feminism isbriefly identified as multifaceted, but isthen treated asa highly
radicalized monolithic movement and held responsible for most current social ills.
Gender relations are conceptualized as a lop-sided zero-sum game. If men lose,
women lose. Ifmen gain, women gain. But if women gain, men lose. Wicks calls for

amore balanced approach to the study of human sex dillerences to facilitate a deeper
understanding of humankind. Mis book achieves neither.

Losl RiU's: The Work of the Modent Funeral Director by Glennys Howarth.
Amity\'ille. NY: Baywood Publishing. 1996. 222 pp. $34.95 cloth.
Melissa L. Wangler and Morten 0. Ender
University ofNorth Dakota

ChiefSeattle WTolc. "ilic Universesays death demands biilh and the twoare

lovers." The intrinsic interconncclcdncss and recognized nece.ssity of the diflerent
phases in thecircle of life echoed in his words speaks of an understanding that has
largely escaped contemporaiy society. Drifling tar from this early wisdom, most
Westerners have become a people who seek solace through avoidance ofthe reality
ofour inevitable mortality. Indeed, we adhere to death rituals that do little to facilitate

the grieving process and, in fad. render us incapable of coming to terms with the
undeniable ceilainty ofdeatli. The roofs of this ineptitude lienot within the individual,
but are traceable to the (posl)modeni, death-denying society that shapes our
inteipretation of significant lifeevents.

InLast Rites: The Work oftheModern FuneralDirector, Glennys Howarth
decon.sii-uct.s ilie dealliellios as she examines the subculture of death workers and their
crucial role in assuring that societal death taboos arc carried over into the individual

dealli expeiience. She espouses that death workers, "play a catal)lic part, not simply
in accommodating, but moreover, in molding death taboos" (p. 139T According to
HowartJi, dealli workers achieve this influence over the bereaved by emphasizing the
contaminated nature of the eoipse and following a set of complex dramaturgical
schemes designed tokeep the moiinier from actively participating in the death ritual.
Lost Rites is organized around two main sections. The first is an extensive
historical examination of the literature of the evolution of societal attitudes toward

death and reveals a clear source of power and control for modem liineral directors:

public identification ofthe coipse ascontaminated and diseased. This repulsion with
physical remains culminated in the establishment of a profession centered around
prompt removal o( thedeceased and attempts to decontaminate and re-humanize the

cadavers. Undertakers have taken advantage of this monopoly over the physical
ciLstody of tlie coipseand ii.sed it as a foundation around which to solidifv their control
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over not only the cadaver, but the bereaved as well. This control is established and
advanced througli an intricate set of preairanged theatrics that effectively allow
professional death workers to usher the inesperienced bereaved tlirough a
standardized and highly ritualized sequence of events that results in many of the
generic, impersonal ftmerals common today.
The second section is a wealth of firsthand experience from data obtained
during a one year immersion in the world of the ftineral industiy. Using a case study
and a combination of in-depth inter\'iews with members of various death related
occupations, obseivations, and actual pailicipation in keyphases of the death ritual,
thereader is given a rareglimpse intothe back-stageactivities of death workers. This
etlinographic approach is invaluable in its depth, detail, and subjective examination
of the process of professionalizing death.
Howailh dissects the various theatrical means employed by death workers
to shapeevery phase of tlie post-dealli e.\perience, ranging from their unique attire and
the strategically planned structure of interview questions all the way to the
arrangement of flowers around the casket. Placement of props and dialogue delivery
are caretully scripted by the funeral director to maintain control over the ritual.
Moiuuers are led intoa world ofsusjiended leality where they are denied access to the
veiy human aspects of death that could produce closure and the sense of reality that
is so obviously lacking in pre.scnt-day funeral rituals.
Mowarth contends moumors are becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the
lack of a meaningfiil death ritual, and are seeking alternatives that stress an active,
involved process that threatens to bring down the curtains on the drama-based,
exclusionaiy deatliproductions of the past. Promoters of this natural death movement
focus on tlie empowei-ing andhealing elVects that becoming personally involvedin the

memorial sen'ice has on the bereaved and perhaps lessons learned from death
educators. The goal of the movement is a reuniting of life and death, a return to an
acceptance of tlieintimate, natural relationship between life and death of which Chief
Seattle spoke.
American readers will be most critical of two features of the book: the over

reliance on a single ca.se study and the funeral home being British. Others have
similar critici.snis(Caliill. 1997). The addition of comparative data with other funeral
homes in Britainor oilier coiuiliies would ftmher infomithe pei^spective of the author.
Moreover, because the funeral home is family-iiin and private, one is left wondering
iftlie study should betieated as a social historical analysis rather than a contemporary
one. Does llie ca.se study represent a bygoneera in funeraling? These critiques should
not detract the possible reader. Howailh manages to keep sociology in the forefront
and not lose the reader in British funeral industry specificity.
Laai Rilesprovides imsightftil views on a universal phenomenon and thus is
appropriate fora fairly unlimitedaudience. Students of death and dying will find this
book to be a strongointributionto tlie re-seaich literature. Upper-level undergraduates
and graduate student.s would not be suiprised or disappointed to find this book
requii"ed readingfor coiu-ses such as death and dying, work and occupations, or social
p.sycholngj'. Howailh provides an accurate look at the seldom seen back-stage of the
https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/greatplainssociologist/vol10/iss1/8
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ftmeral iiidiistiy and gives die reader adeeper understanding of both the shoncomings
and strengllis of the modem death ritual and its roots. Understanding the death

indiLsiiy is aciucial first step in empowering the bereaved to move toward becoming
involved in personalized death rituals that lend significance to the depariure oftheir
loved one.s. Once an acceptance of the naturalness of death and the state of the
postmortem body is achieved,, perhaps then we will be able to reconstruct the
organizational system that cuiTcntly limits the role ol the bereaved and move into an

erawhere the bereaved are once again an integral part of the death ritual.
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